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Michael of Ephesus – Paraphrase of GA 4.2, 776b28-767a36 
Italics indicate verbatim quotation 
Footnotes indicate source of paraphrase 

 

[CAG 178.21] Having said, then, how the male and female are produced, he also very clearly 

adds corroborating proofs, and based on these proofs, <Aristotle> is credible with respect to the 

things he has said about this <topic>.1 More fluid and more feminine are laid down parallel-wise. 

People bear male children more often [178.25] when a northerly wind blows because the 

weather is colder at that time, the surfaces of bodies contract, and with this, the internal heat is 

hindered from dispersing to the outside: since it does not disperse, it becomes quite strong.2 But 

during the southerly winds animals become colder and more productive of sperma. He says the 

moon makes a summer and a winter within a month, not because <it moves north and south 

between> the tropics, [178.30] as the sun does (when the sun has arrived in Cancer, it produces 

summer; in Capricorn, winter), but because of its departure away from and approach towards 

the sun. For the time during which it begins to be illuminated until the first quarter occurs is 

analogous to spring. The time from the first quarter until the full moon is complete <is 

analogous> to spring. The time [178.35] from here until the third quarter, autumn, and from 

here until the new moon is analogous to its winter. 3 

 

                                                             
1 Michael takes these cases as empirical evidence that male and female differ by an ability or inability to concoct the 
final nutriment. Passing on this ability depends on the relation between the internal heat of the parents and the 
amount of fluid (cf. 766b29f, 767a4f, etc.). This point is pretty much missed here. He completely glosses over 
Aristotle’s discussion of συμμετρία at 767a15ff, which explains why Aristotle’s account makes more sense of the 
evidence than those of the other natural philosophers. 
2 At 766b35, Aristotle does not give a reason why animals are more fluid when a south wind blows than when a 
north wind. Michael is filling in the explanation with the doctrine of ἀντιπερίστασις. According to this doctrine, 
mentioned in Aristotle and Theophrastus (ref. pending), cold causes the pores of a living body to contract, 
preventing the internal heat from escaping. Thus, the cold actually seals in the heat causing growth in plants in the 
winter (Thphr.). This doctrine should apply principally to natural things, but I have to double check. Presumably 
it is meant to explain why what is more feminine is also more fluid. 
3 This pedantic exposition is, for good reason, not found in Aristotle. Michael, however, largely ignores Aristotle’s 
discussion of wind direction and sex-determination 
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In the text <its says> and these of generation,4 <where> he means by ‘these’, ‘the cold and hot’. 

In the text, but most of all [179.1] because of the nourishment from the water, since this is what is 

most of all ingested,5 he means water more generally understood, everything that is drinkable, as 

if he said ‘but most of all because of the nourishment of fluids’. He said, and in everything this 

[sc. water] is nourishment, even in dry things,6 because even in dry nourishment, should it not 

become moist, it will not nourish. For this juice, which the veins draw in from the bowels, is 

fluid. By hard7 water he means <water which is> somewhat bitter and earthy. 

 
4 767a14 
5 767a32 
6 767a34 
7 767a34 


